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Abstract 

The evolution of System of Systems (SoS) architectures is a difficult process due to the complex interactions between entities 

that exist in an SoS. Adequate tools are thus needed in capturing these interdependencies to support informed decisions on 

architectural evolutions. In this paper, an approach is introduced to facilitate decision making on architecture evolution strategies. 

The main purpose of evolving architecture is to satisfy advanced capability and performance objectives through adding new 

systems, replacing existing systems, changing links, etc. The paper employs Colored Petri Nets (CPN), a powerful discrete event 

dynamic simulation tool, to model, simulate and evaluate the existing and evolving architectures. However, it is unrealistic to 

improve performance without considering the cost of architecture evolutions. This paper regards complexity as an indicator of 

the architecture evolving cost. Compared to other complexity metrics, dynamic complexity is included in the complexity metric 

in this paper. Eventually, an appropriate evolution choice could be achieved by examining the tradeoff space between complexity 

and performance. This approach is illustrated with a conceptual SoS problem. 
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1. Introduction 

An architecture is defined as the structure of components, their relationships, and the principles and guidelines 

governing their design evolution over time[1]. The architecture of an System of systems (SoS) aims to provide a 

shared persistent representation of the technical framework that guides SoS evolution[2]. However, due to the 

changes in capability and performance objectives, interests of different stakeholders, technology improvements, and 

unanticipated situations, existing architectures may need to evolve to meet new capability requirements and 

constraints. The development and evolution of SoS architecture has been regarded as one of the core elements in the 

SoS system engineering (SE) guide[2,3], but remains a challenge because of the complex interactions that exist 

between SoS constituent entities. Thus, adequate tools are needed in capturing these interdependencies and 

supporting informed decisions on architectural evolutions. 
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Diverse sources of changes drive the evolution of SoS architectures through different dimensions. Mangino[4] 

identified two dimensions to evolve; organizational and technical. The organizational dimension mainly includes 

identification of roles for those different stakeholders, while the technical dimension describes the paths of 

systems/functions, data access, and information technology (IT) infrastructures. In this paper, we will focus on 

technical dimensions, especially those from a system perspective such as adding new systems or functions.  

A pressing concern of decision makers is to balance capability and performance improvements, through targeted 

architectural evolution, while minimizing potential negative effects. The key questions in performing such changes 

are thus: how, when and what needs to be changed in the architecture to accomplish such a balanced tradeoff. This 

paper attempts to answer these questions through a simulation framework that allows for these tradeoffs and 

architectural changes to be quantified. Colored Petri Nets(CPN), a powerful discrete event dynamic simulation tool, 

is used to model, simulate, and evaluate existing and evolving architectures. CPN has been extensively employed by 

Levis[5] to model and evaluate military architectures because it can express executable architectures that correspond 

to static equivalents represented by static diagrams such as unified modelling language (UML). This paper builds on 

that work to include architectural complexity analysis, a key driver of cost in architecture evolution. CPNs can be 

used to address evolving architectural complexities and performance; exploration of the tradeoff space that balances 

complexity and performance allows for informed decision-making in the evolution of SoS architectures. 

2. Background 

Architecture modeling furnishes abstractions to manage complexities, allowing engineers to visualize a proposed 

system, analyze the problem domain, and describe and specify the architecture for the solution domain[6]. The 

Department of Defense (DoD) has developed an Architecture Framework (DoDAF)[1] to provide support and 

guideline for architecture development, and has gained great attentions and applications[7]. In order to further 

simplify the process of verification, validation and evaluation of the architectures, executable architecting was 

developed. Wagenhals and Levis[5] proposed an executable CPN model to simulate and evaluate a service oriented 

architecture. Wang and Dagli[6] integrated system modeling language (SysML) and CPN into model-driven systems 

development to create a structured architecture design process. Griending and Mavris[8] summarized four common 

approaches for SoS executable architecting, which are Markov chains, Petri nets, system dynamics models and 

mathematical graphs. Agent Based Modeling(ABM) is another popular choice for dynamic architecture modeling. 

DeStefano[9] utilized ABM to create an executable model of a weapon architecture. Each of these methods 

possesses its own advantages and disadvantages. ABM is suitable for representing an environment composed of 

interactive parties, but it suffers from computational workload. CPN’s high level approach to describing models 

negates the need for large amounts of detailed computations and provides values for understanding the dynamic 

behaviour of a system. In this paper, we choose CPN to model the functional architectures for purposes of 1) 

matching the static architecture to executable architecture in an easy way 2) keeping the architecture modeling in an 

abstract and high level 3) expressing and observing the dynamic and concurrent operations. 

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has large efforts to study architectural evolution of the NextGen Air 

Transportation System[4]. Organizational and technical dimensions of System Wide Information Management 

(SWIM) architecture evolution have been presented and divided into five sub-dimensions. Organizational dimension 

includes SWIM environment and Communities of Interest (COIs). Technical dimension consists of net-enabled 

services and data, service and data access, as well as IT infrastructure and core services. Likewise, EuroControl 

developed evolution plan of logical architecture for Air Transportation Management (ATM) driven by the need for 

increased system performance[10]. It mentioned a couple of ways to achieve the evolving performance such as 

increasing resources, adopting new concepts of operation, incorporating new technologies, etc. Compared to these 

explorations by organizations, others focus more on one dimension of architecture evolution. For example, Jain[11] 

proposed a BPMN model-based structure ArchEE to make informed evolution decisions of mission oriented IT 

architectures. This paper instead aims to facilitate evolution decision making for functional architectures.  

Complexity is an increasingly important aspect of SoS development, and has resulted in much research. 

Kinnunen[12] gave a great summary of existing complexity metrics and brought up an interface complexity 

multiplier (ICM) for architecture complexity measurements, including distance, volume of interchange, quality 

requirements, reliability and such kind of properties to stress the criticality of interface in an SoS. Domercant[13] 

combined three different complexity metrics together to demonstrate three aspects of SoS architecture, that being: 
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system and functional, interface and structure aspects respectively. However, these complexity metrics primarily 

focus on the static structure and information. Petri Nets offer a framework to address the complexity of system 

operations and interactions. Arteta[14] addressed business process complexity based on state space probability using 

Petri net. Ammar[15] quantified an overall complexity of a software system encompassing both static and dynamic 

aspects using the dynamic property of CPN. Fry[16] extended Ammar’s work to an SoS context. Static complexity 

captures the degree of transitions while dynamic complexity computes the complexity of the operating 

functionalities and concurrent activities through obtaining information from the execution of CPN model. Thus not 

only the static structure of an SoS can be expressed, the dynamic interactions and operations of systems could also 

be illustrated. From this point of view, this paper employs this complexity metric and makes some extension.  

3. Proposed Approach 

This paper describes a simulation framework that addresses SoS performance and complexity. Neither 

architecture modelling techniques nor complexity metrics are new. However, the unique contribution is the 

integration of performance and complexity in the same framework to guide the architecture evolution. 

3.1. Colored Petri net modeling 

Petri nets can cope with dynamic processes and concurrent events, and express the information flow of systems 

through use of circle places, rectangle transitions, directional arcs and dot tokens. Colored Petri net extends Petri net 

by distinguishing tokens through definitions of different data types called color sets, which provides the possibility 

of creating compact models[17]. CPN are usually accompanied by temporal, hierarchical and stochastic features.  

The architecture modeling process can be separated into three steps -- analysis phase, synthesis phase and 

evaluation phase[18], as shown in Fig 1. The analysis phase depicts the static representatives of the functional and 

physical architectures. The first task is to, create a functional representation of an SoS architecture; the second task 

seeks to identify available systems for alignment to specific functionality needs. On the basis of that, diverse 

architecture alternatives can be formed and selected. The synthesis phase intends to build relative CPN models with 

transitions as expression of functions, using the static functional representations as a guideline. The evaluation phase 

will measure the performance and cost, which utilizes complexity as an indicator in this paper. In fact, SoS might 

have multiple capability and performance objectives; however, this paper simply selects system response time as 

performance indicator to illustrate the methodology.  

 

Fig. 1. Architecture modeling process 
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The overall complexity calculation contains static, functional and concurrency complexity[16], the latter two 

constituting the dynamic complexity. Since the transitions in a CPN model reflect the functionalities of an SoS 

architecture, all the three metrics will center on transitions and associated paths. Static complexity stresses the 

topological structure of architecture. The transitions are divided into two groups motivated by coupling complexity 

calculation in [19], one is the transition sets comprising transition invariant (T invariant) while the other covers the 

rest transitions. T invariant indicates a cycle in the state reachability graph, which means that the firing of transitions 

in T invariant will lead to system returning to the state before the series of firing. The reason for employing T 

invariant rests on possible added complexity due to functional cycle with certain constraints. Basically this metric 

counts the total number of input and output places connected to the transition. 
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In the above equation,
kst  represents size of the k

th
 T invariant, 

id  is the degree of transition i that in the T invariant 

and jd  is the degree of transition j that is not in the T invariant. Since this metric is based on static structure, it can 

be computed without firing CPN model.  

Functional complexity addresses complexity emerging from dynamic operations. In addition to measuring firing 

probability of a given transition as Ammar[15] did, this paper accounts for the possibility of different scenarios 

which might lead to different functionalities being executed. For example, in a military context, different 

backgrounds or situations might result in the employment of completely different strategies. In a warfare scenario, a 

sensed threat needs to be removed as soon as possible while during peace time, contacts might be required or 

disruptions will be used instead of destroy. As such, each of these scenarios uses a specific set of functionalities to 

generate an associated transition path, that will be given a weight provided by experts. 
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where 
k  means the weight of the k

th
 path and 

ip  is the probability of transition i being fired, which can be 

obtained by dividing the number of times each transition is fired by the number of total firings. These firings could 

be collected automatically during the simulation execution.  

Concurrency complexity illustrates another aspect of dynamic behaviors. Concurrent processes, usually 

associated with resource allocation, occur frequently in SoS operation. A simple example is a sensor system with 

multiple sensors working parallel to search for a target threat. The added complexity from one sensor performing to 

multiple sensors working includes not only the new assigned sensors themselves but also the increased interactions 

and communications between sensors and measures dealing with resource conflicts as well.  
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where iccf  is the concurrency factor representing maximum number of other transitions enabled concurrently with 

transition i across the entire simulation run[16] and if  is the number of times transition i fired. 

The static, functional and concurrency complexity are combined to form the overall complexity metric by adding 

them together based on two assumptions: the inclusion of transition degree in each complexity metric partially 

eliminates scale differences; the three metrics are equally important and hold tolerable overlap. 

 

CPX SCPX FCPX CCPX                                                          (4) 

4. Case Study 
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The Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) Surface Warfare (SUW) module, one module of LCS naval warfare package, is 

chosen as a demonstration example. To avoid misunderstanding, “LCS” in this paper refers to the LCS seaframe 

while the LCS package represents the whole naval warfare package involving LCS seaframe. SUW is designed to 

detect and engage multiple surface contacts in a littoral environment. It strengthens the core LCS seaframe 

capability by adding an air-to-surface missile armed aircraft and a surface-to-surface missile capability[20]. Strictly 

speaking, SUW is not qualified as an SoS, but it nevertheless resembles the SoS attribute that systems are put 

together to provide capabilities. According to Jacobson’s work[20], a basic functional representation of SUW can be 

created as in Fig 2 and available systems for each function are also shown in the figure. As shown in Fig 2, the 

functions of SUW used in this example are kept in a high level, from search, to track, to engage, to assess, no more 

detailed information is used. The abstraction prevents struggling with too many details at the beginning of 

architecture design process. 

 

Fig. 2. Functional representation of SUW architecture 

It is assumed that the current architecture alternative only includes LCS and its NLOS missile system. Two 

possible evolving architectures are demonstrated in Fig 3, as alternatives to improve performance following the 

technical dimension previously mentioned. One is equipped with the helicopter MH-60R and its Hellfire missile 

system, while the other one has both MH-60R and UAV with their respective Hellfire and LOGIR missile systems.  

 

Fig. 3. Existing and evolving architecture alternatives 

After accomplishing analysis phase of architecture modeling, we are able to proceed to CPN modeling for the 

dynamic architecture description. Each function in the architecture corresponds to a transition in the CPN. The 

model of the existing architecture is displayed in Fig 4. 
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Fig. 4. CPN model for existing architecture 

System response time is selected as a measure of performance. The model has three primary inputs: 1) process 

time of each function and 2) detection probability of sensors and kill probability of weapon systems and 3) missile 

carrying capability for each aircraft. These probabilities and capabilities are based on Jacobson’s thesis[20]. Another 

input is the number of threats which, if increasing, will lead to increasing system response time. As shown in Table 

1 and Fig 5 (performance and complexity with 20 incoming threats), existing architecture0 with LCS solely has the 

least complexity whereas largest system response time(worst performance); participation of MH-60R reduces the 

system response time meanwhile increases certain amount of complexity; architecture2 with both MH-60R and 

UAV apparently has the best performance but maximum complexity. When the number of threats reaches the 

maximum that SUW can handle, the operations and interactions of systems will not change, corresponding to a 

stagnation in complexity and impact in performance. In detail, when there are 20 threats coming together, existing 

architecture (architecture0) with a complexity value of 66 has average system response time 135.6, while 

architecture1 has complexity of 90 and system response time of 127.1, comparing to architecture2 with complexity 

of 118 and system response time of 119.3. Again, while there is no shortage of complexity metrics, the one applied 

here was selected because of its ease of integration into the framework and its inclusion of dynamic behaviors, but 

can be replaced with more comprehensive metrics in the future. Additionally, this metric is employed to distinguish 

the three different architectures. Strictly speaking, the simplest complexity metric as the total number of components 

should work here. As long as specific requirements, such as required system response time for successful 

engagement, are given, decision makers can make proper choices on questions like which architecture might be 

more suitable to the future environment and what kind of evolution is necessary and sufficient based on the tradeoff. 

With the analysis approach demonstrated, more evolution possibilities can be involved and simulated in the future to 

improve fidelity of the decision surfaces.  

 

 

Fig. 5. Tradeoff space between performance and complexity 
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Table.1. System performance and complexity calculation result 

Alternatives 
Num of 

threats 

Static 

Complexity 

Functional 

Complexity 

Concurrency 

Complexity 
Complexity Response Time 

0 

4 34 21.66 14.15 69.81 98.1 

8 34 21.67 16.51 72.18 114.7 

12 34 21.66 17.41 73.07 123.6 

16 34 21.66 13.03 68.69 131.8 

20 34 21.66 10.40 66.06 135.6 

1 

4 44 22.95 23.44 90.39 78.1 

8 44 22.95 26.83 93.78 94.9 

12 44 22.96 27.61 94.57 108.3 

16 44 22.97 27.76 94.73 120.3 

20 44 22.97 23.44 90.41 127.1 

2 

4 58 24.21 29.06 111.27 79.9 

8 58 24.21 33.89 116.1 92.7 

12 58 24.21 35.36 117.57 102.3 

16 58 24.20 35.92 118.12 110.4 

20 58 24.20 36.12 118.32 119.3 

 

5. Conclusion 

SoS architecture evolution analysis is a challenging task due to the complicated interactions between systems and 

uncertainties in the future. This paper provides a framework for evaluating SoS architectural alternatives and 

supports decision making in evolving SoS constructs. Colored Petri Nets is adopted to construct an executable 

architectural model due to its ability in modeling dynamic processes and concurrent activities. The corresponding 

performance and complexity of alternative architectures are calculated to provide a quantitative tradeoff space for 

decision makers. As a primary contribution of this paper, the tradeoff space aids decision makers gaining a 

comprehensive insight of architecture evolution. A simplified scenario of a SUW module in LCS naval warfare 

package demonstrates the proposed approach. Results illustrate the increased complexity along with improved 

performance. Given a baseline of performance and complexity requirements, this approach would provide 

appropriate suggestions. 

The proposed CPN framework is regarded as an initial step (evaluation of architecture alternatives) towards 

exploring SoS architecture evolution. The ultimate goal for the research is to provide suggestions about when to 

apply which architecture to support architecture evolution based on such an evaluation. Specifically, short run future 

work will focus on three aspects. First, is to increase model accuracy; in addition to using Petri net to model high 

level architecture, agent-based modeling could be adopted to model the lower level of physical architecture. Second, 

is to increase the efficiency of architecture analysis; on one hand, we will take advantages of Petri net on finding 

critical events to support architecture evolution; on the other hand, we might employ optimization methods to allow 

a set of architectures performing in a shorter time to achieve the results. Third direction concentrates on extending 

complexity metrics by adding more actual information to gradually eliminate the differences between the 

complexity of models and real systems. 
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